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ABSTRACT
The  objective  of  this  paper  is  to  investigate  the  fluid
structure  interaction  of  a  3D  NACA0009  composite
hydrofoil in steady and unsteady flows. This hydrofoil
set  up, which was originally developed experimentally
by the Australian Maritime College (AMC), is clamped
at the root and free at the tip section, and was designed to
behave  like  a  marine  propeller  blade  (Zarruk  et.  al,
2014).  3D  fluid  structure  computations  are  performed
using a  coupling between  CFD (Computational  Fluid
Dynamic)  and  CSD  (Computational  Solid  Dynamic)
softwares,  through  tightly  coupled  algorithm.  The
hydrodynamic  performances,  structure  natural
frequencies and tip displacements are validated against
experiments.  Then  the  hydroelastic  response  is
investigated. The results will help for the validation of a
tightly coupled  procedure,  which  will  be  used  for  the
development and the optimization of a newly developed
design of composite marine propeller.

Keywords
Composite  hydrofoil,  fluid-structure  interaction,
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1 INTRODUCTION
The  development  of  composite  marine  propellers  for
surface  ship  and  submarines  has  been  the  subject  of
increasing researches in the last decade. Within the main
objective  of  CO2 emissions  reduction,  the  key  design
clearly remains in the development of lighter structures,
but also in the modification of the structural properties to
increase  the  propeller  performances  and  to  reduce  the
possible vibrations caused by the flow. Academic studies
demonstrated that using a passive control of composite
propellers  thanks  to  their  structural  properties  can
successfully  lead  to  performance  improvements  and
reduced  vibrations  (Plucinski  et.  al,  2007),  (He et.  al,
2012). As a consequence, there is now a growing interest
for Navies and shipyards to develop full scale prototypes
(Yamatogi et. al, 2009).

It was shown that using composite materials instead of the
usual  metal  alloys  for  marine  propellers  would  be  a
suitable  solution  to  face  the  challenge.  The  passive
control  of  deformations  typically  allows  to  reduce
cavitation (Chen et.  al,  2006,  Young 2009),  and it  was
also shown that the use of composites can lead to better
hydrodynamic  performances  compared  to  conventional
marine propellers  due the bend-twist  coupling property.
Indeed, this bend-twist coupling enables the propeller to
passively adapt to the incoming flow, and thus to increase
performances for a wider range of ship speed (Plusincki
et.  al,  2007).  (He et.  al,  2012)  were then successful  in
reducing  the  level  of  vibrations  transmitted  to  the
propeller shaft.

To achieve better performances, it becomes necessary to
focus  on  the  design  and  optimization  of  such  self-
adaptable propellers. (Lee and Lin, 2004) established the
influence  of  the  layers  stacking  sequence  on  the
hydroelastic  performances  of  composite  propellers,  and
computed the optimal arrangement of the fibers using a
genetic algorithm. (Liu and Young, 2007) also related the
layers  stacking  sequence  with  the  capacity  of  the
composite  propeller  to  passively  adapt  to  the  flow.  In
2009,  Liu  and  Young  performed  a  systematic  design
method for composite propellers. A year after, (Blasques
et.  al,  2010)  realized  the  optimization  of  a  full-scale
prototype  and  included  the  structural  resistance  as  a
criterion. More recently, (Lee et. al, 2015) optimized the
stacking sequence for the investigation of the hydroelastic
behavior of the propeller.   

With the recent development and validation of effective
fluid-structure  methods,  it  is  now  possible  to  perform
coupled CFD-CSD computations to validate a composite
propeller,  possibly  designed  using  an  optimization
process,  with consideration for  the composite  and plies
layup  and  the  geometry  of  the  propeller.  Structural
resistance, cavitation and hydroelastic instabilities can be
assessed using common staggered procedures between the
codes.

This work is the first step of validation of fluid-structure
computations  which  will  help  the  design  of  composite



marine  propellers.  First,  the  hydrofoil  properties  are
presented.  Then,  the  governing  equations  used  for  the
fluid  and  the  structure  are  given,  followed  by  the
numerical models and the set-up used in simulations. The
results show the validation against experiments, and then
the hydroelastic response is investigated.

2 EXPERIMENTAL MODEL
The  numerical  model  is  taken  from  the  experiments
realized  by  Zarruk  et.  al  in  2014,  consisting  of  a
composite  and  an  isotropic  hydrofoils  tested  under  the
same range of operating conditions in a water tunnel. The
hydrofoils are cantilevered at the root and has a free tip
that allows the structure to behave like a propeller blade.
Details  of  the  dimensions,  manufacture,  material  and
structural  properties  of  the  hydrofoils,  as  well  as  the
experimental setup and instrumentation, can be found in
(Zarruk et. Al, 2014), (Cohen et. al, 2014) and (Philipps
et.  Al,  2015).  Only  the  most  relevant  features  of  the
hydrofoil are reported below.

The isotropic and composite hydrofoils have an identical
geometry consisting of a trapezoidal planform with a 300
mm span, and a varying chord in the spanwise direction
(Figure 1 and Figure 2). The basechord is 120 mm and the
tipchord is 60 mm. The section is a NACA0009 with a
modified thicker trailing edge to allow the manufacture of
the hydrofoils. To clamp the hydrofoil on the water tunnel
wall, the root of the hydrofoil is prolonged with a 20 mm
metallic  plate,  pictured  in  blue  on  Figure  2,  (A).  Two
additional metallic plates are used to hold both sides of
the hydrofoil in a mounting flange, and a fairing disk is
then added to pinch the plates  (refer  to Figure 1).  The
incidence of the hydrofoil within the water tunnel can still
be varied using this arrangement,  and the effective wet
span in still 300 mm.

The isotropic hydrofoil was made of aluminum, while the
composite  one  consists  of  a  hybrid  design  shown  in
Figure 2 (B). First a thick sandwich glass mat fabric was
used  at  mid-chord  to  help  resin  distribution  during the
RTM  (Resin  Transfert  Molding)  process.  Then,  several
plies consisting of unidirectional carbon fiber fabric and
biaxial  E-glass  were  stacked  on  the  mat  for  structural
properties. Last, a basket weave E-glass fabric was used
as the outer ply to aid surface quality. Since the thickness
and the chord are not constant along the span, some plies
need to be progressively reduced and dropped relative to
the initial stacking sequence shown on Figure 2 (B). This
is done similarly to the layers of an onion: the central mat
fabric  is  kept  constant  along  the  span,  as  well  as  the
basket weave E-glass outer ply, and the internal plies the
closest to the center are dropped. All fibers are oriented
along their longitudinal direction, i.e the 0º-axis. Table 1
sums up the mechanical properties of the different plies
for the composite hydrofoil.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the  general mounting
arrangement of the hydrofoil for water tunnel tests, from
(Cohen et. al, 2014)

(A)

(B)

Figure 2. (A) Geometry of the hydrofoil in dark gray, with
its clamping disk in blue and (B) layers arrangement of the
composite  hydrofoil  featuring  the  plies  drops  -  cut
following the mid-plane section from (A).



Table 1. Properties of the Composite Plies

Carbon E-glass Basket Mat

ρ [g/cm3]

E11 [Mpa]

E22 [MPa]

υ12

G12 [MPa]

G23[MPa]

G13[MPa]

Orientation [º]

1.55

118000

6500

0.27

4500

4500

3300

0

1.78

20600

20600

0.32

4000

4000

3300

0

1.69

15000

15000

0.13

4000

4000

3300

0

7.40

3000

5000

0.26

2500

2500

3300

isotropic

3 NUMERICAL METHODS
In this section we introduce the governing equations for
the fluid-structure problem and the coupling between the
two physics, along with the numerical methods used. The
numerical set-up is then detailed.

3.1 Governing Equations
In this problem we consider a structure Ωs surrounded by
a  fluid   Ωf  with  an  interface  Γ,  Figure  3. The  fluid  is
characterized by its  velocity field  v(x,t) and pressure  p,
and the solid by its displacement field u(x,t), deformation
field ε(x,t) and stress field σ(x,t).  

Figure 3. Theoretical formulation of the fluid-structure 
interaction problem.

3.1.1 Governing Equations for the Fluid
The fluid  is  modeled  using  Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
Stokes equations  (RANS),  where  the  incompressible
Navier Stokes equations can be written as (1), with Vi the
local velocity and P the pressure.
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3.1.2 Governing Equations for the Structure
The structure  behavior  is  governed  by the  fundamental
law  of  the  dynamics,  the  displacement-deformations
relation (valid in the case of small deformations), and in
the case of composite structures,  the anisotropic law of
elasticity. These equations are written as (2), with  C the
stiffness matrix, consisting of 21 independent coefficients.
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3.1.3 Coupling Equations
Two types  of  coupling equations  (3)  are  considered:  A
kinematic  condition  enforcing  the  continuity  of  the
velocities in the fluid and in the solid at their interface,
and  a  dynamic  condition  for  the  force  balance  at  the
interface.
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∂ x j

+
∂ v j

∂ x i

))⋅n j

(3)

3.2 Numerical Set-up and Boundary Conditions
This part describes the fluid and structure models, along
with the coupling parameters chosen for the simulations.
The same fluid model can be used both for the isotropic
and  composite  hydrofoils,  however,  two  different
structure models have to be set-up.

3.2.1 Fluid Numerical Model 
The fluid flow is  obtained using the commercial  Finite
Volume  CFD  software  Starccm+,  based  on  3D  RANS
equations. The fluid domain have the same square section
and dimensions than the experimental water tunnel (0.6 m
high and 2.6 m long). The incoming flow is considered
uniform  with  a  reference  velocity  U0.  A  symmetry
condition (v.n=0) is imposed on the water tunnel walls,
whereas a no slip condition (v=0) is set at the hydrofoil’s
surface (refer to Figure 4). The later can be modified due
to  the  displacements  imposed  from the  structure  code.
The numerical clamping is done by locating the base of
the hydrofoil on one of the water tunnel wall. The SST k-
ω turbulence  model  (Menter,  1994) is  used  in  the
simulation  to  accurately  predict  the  boundary  layer
detachment along the hydrofoil. 



Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the  fluid domain and 
boundary conditions.

The domain is discretized using polyhedral elements, with
a  structured  mesh  close  to  the  wall  to  capture  the
boundary layer. It is particularly refined at the leading and
trailing edges in the near wall region and in the wake. An
illustration of  the  mesh  is  presented  on  Figure  5 for  a
section located at the root of the hydrofoil. The boundary
layer mesh was performed in order to satisfy a Log Law
representation, i.e. 50<y+<70 using a structured grid in the
wall  vicinity,  see  Figure  5.  Unsteady  simulations  are
considered using a second order backward Euler scheme.
The time step is set to satisfy CFL=U0t/xMEAN=1, where
xMEAN is the mean cell size in the chordwise direction at
the hydrofoil’s surface.

Figure 5. Illustrations of the fluid domain mesh

3.2.2 Structure Numerical Model 
The structure model is  setup both for the isotropic and
composite hydrofoils. The Finite Element Method is used
with an explicit scheme to solve the anisotropic equations
and  the  fundamental  relation  of  the  dynamic  for  the
displacements,  stresses  and deformations fields.  Indeed,
the time step is identical for the fluid and solid solvers,
and is small enough to enable the use of an explicit solver
for the structure. This leads to a faster resolution of the
structure equations.

To  account  for  the  clamping  disk,  the  geometry  is
extended  by  20  mm  at  the  base  of  the  hydrofoil  (see
Figures 1 and 2A), and all  the nodes on this additional
part are restrained along all directions. The clamping disk
is  then  defined  as  stainless  steel,  and  solid  continuum
elements  (C3D8)  are  chosen  for  the  3D  mesh.  The

numerical  model  is  common between the  isotropic  and
composite  hydrofoils,  and  differs  when  defining  the
material  properties  and  the  mesh  of  the  hydrofoil.  The
isotropic hydrofoil is fully modeled with aluminum, and
solid continuum C3D8 elements are used for the mesh.
For  the  composite  hydrofoil,  these  elements  cannot
account  for  the  stacking  sequence  of  plies  described
previously and illustrated on Figure 2 (B). Thus the inner
and  central  part  of  the  hydrofoil  corresponding  to  the
isotropic sandwich glass mat is modeled classically, using
C3D8 solid  continuum elements,  and  a  skin  with  S4R
shell elements is added on top and below it (see Figure
6A).  The  plies  are  described  in  the  shell  elements
properties, reported in Table 1. Moreover, as the thickness
varies along the span, so does the number of plies: One
then needs to cut the hydrofoil into sections, each one of
them with a specific number of plies. Figure 6 (A) shows
the  different  sections  used  to  account  for  the  variable
number  of  plies.  Figure  6  (B)  shows  a  comparison
between the fluid and structure meshes on the hydrofoil
surface.

(A)

(B)

Figure 6. (A) Model of the composite hydrofoil showing the 
different sections used to account for the variable number of
plies within the hydrofoil, and the mesh elements types, (B) 



Fluid and structure meshes on the hydrofoil

3.3 Coupling Methodology
In  the  fluid-structure  coupled  computation,  data  is
transferred from the fluid to the structure solver  to model
the  exchange  of  energy  between  the  two  physical
domains, see Figure 7 (A). In this work, the coupling is
realized using the Co-simulation Director Engine (CSE)
already  implemented  in  Abaqus  to  interact  with  third-
party codes such as Starccm+, see Figure 7 (B).

Two  types  of  calculation  are  performed,  based  on
different coupling algorithms. A non coupled procedure is
first set. It  uses only one converged fluid solution, then
exports  the  pressure  field  to  get  the  structure  solution.
Tightly  coupled  fluid  structure  computations  are  also
performed.  They  are  based  on  a  two  way  coupling
between the  fluid and structure codes,  where  staggered
iterations  within  one  coupling  time  step  help  for  the
energy  conservation  at  the  interface,  as  illustrated on
Figure 7 (C). To advance in time, the displacements and
pressure  must  indeed  reach  a  state  of  convergence
between the values (u,p)k

t-1 and (u,p)k+1
t-1, or be forced to

move  forward  in  time  after  ten  exchanges,  where  k
corresponds  to  the  sub-iteration  number.  Moreover,  the
fluid  resolution  scheme  is  implicit,  so  for  each  data
exchange,  the  pressure  pk

t is  determined  using  several
fluid internal iterations to reach convergence. 

To increase the stability of the coupled calculation,  the
displacement  solution  imported  in  the  fluid  solver  is
under-relaxed to progressively  implement  the  current
value  during  the  coupling  time.  The  first  two  data
exchanges  are  not  under-relaxed,  then  the  relaxation
factor is optimally adjusted between 0.2 and 0.5. 

Figure  7.  (A) Principle  of  a  fluid-structure coupling,  (B)
Numerical  Codes  and  Methods  used  in  this  work,  (C)
Details of the Staggered Implicit Coupling Algorithm

Figure 8.  Convergence of the lift for the coupled simulation
of  the  isotropic  hydrofoil,  and  comparison  with  the
experimental and one-way coupling values. This figure will
be updated with the latest results in the final version.

Moreover,  the  coupling between the  two solver  is  also
progressively implemented for  stability issues.  Figure 8
shows  the  progressive  implementation  starting  with  a
fluid  steady calculation for the case of an infinitely rigid
hydrofoil  (no  coupling  –  in  brown  on  Figure  8)  until
convergence. An unsteady calculation is then performed
on the same case until a pseudo-convergence is reached
(in blue). The results act as an initial condition  for the
coupled calculation, increasing the initial stability. 

4 RESULTS
This part details the results of the different simulations,
including the  validation of the fluid and structure models
separately, and the results from non coupled and coupled
simulations.

4.1 Fluid Model Validation
The fluid model is first checked for the case of infinitely
rigid hydrofoil (no coupling).

4.1.1 Mesh Convergence Study
A  mesh  convergence  study  on  the  fluid  domain  is
performed  for  8°  angle  of  attack.  Seven  meshes  are
considered,  with  numbers  of  elements  ranging  from
217,810  to  4,004,628,  where  the  mesh  topology  and
boundary layer mesh is kept, see section 4.1 and Table 2.
The  convergence  of  hydrodynamic  coefficients  are
presented  on  Figure  9.  It  shows  that  the  solution  is
converged  for  the  lift  coefficient  starting from 543,535
elements.



Figure 9. Mesh convergence study using seven meshes for 
the configuration with 8°angle of attack and Re = 600,000

Table 2.  Size of the mesh elements for the seven meshes
used in the convergence study, in % of the mean chord (90
mm)

Number of elements Wake Hydrofoil Leading Edge

217,810

423,556

543,535

1,311,230

1,865,994

3,298,329

4,004,628

1

0.83

0.73

0.47

0.4

0.33

0.3

0.67

0.57

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.33

0.27

0.07

0.03

0.027

0.02

0.02

0.013

0.013

4.1.2 Hydrodynamic Coefficients Prediction
Next, comparisons between the present computations and
experimental measurements of Zarruk et al. 2014 on the
hydrodynamic coefficients  are carried out for  angles  of
attack ranging from 0° to 14°. Results are first presented
on Figure 10 (A). The results match very well when the
flow  is  attached  (0<<8°),  whereas  the  computations
underestimate the drag after stall  occurs.  Figure 10 (B)
shows  the  performance  curve  relative  to  the  angle  of
incidence, where the over prediction of the drag lead to
lower performances for the computations as compared to
the experiments of Zarruk et al. 2014.

(A)

(B)

Figure  10.  (A)  Comparisons  between  numerical
computation and experimental measurements of Zarruk et
al.  2014,  on  hydrodynamic  coefficients  for  angles  of
incidence ranging from 0° to 14°, (B) performances curve.
Re=600,000

4.2 Structure Model Validation
To  validate  the  structure  model,  three  criterias  are
checked. First, the weight of the hydrofoil is numerically
adjusted to match the experimental weight by tuning the
density coefficient of the materials. Then, natural bending
and  twisting  frequencies  are  adjusted  using  Young's
Modulus E22 and the Shear Modulus G12 of the structural
materials (unidirectional carbon and E-glass weave). For
the isotropic hydrofoil, only experimental natural bending
frequency is provided, and numerically matched. For the
composite  hydrofoil,  the  validation  of  the  above  three
criteria is presented in Table 3. 

Table 3. Summary of structure model validation

Weight

[g]

Bending Mode [Hz] Twisting  Mode

[Hz]

Al - expe

Al - numerical

-

-

100

100.5

-

-

Experimental 

Composite

Composite 

Hydrofoil

409.6

408

112

111

415

417

4.3 Non coupled and Coupled Results
This section presents results obtained for the non coupled
and  coupled  calculations  for  an  angle  of  attack  of  8°.
Results of the non coupled calculation are first  used to
validate the accuracy of the pressure transfer between the
fluid  and  solid  solvers,  using  a  Least  Squares
interpolation  method.  Figure  11  shows  the  pressure
computed with the CFD code and the mapped pressure
read in the CSD code, relative to the fluid and structure
meshes  shown  on  Figure  6  (B).  It  is  shown  that  the
pressure  gradient  at  the  hydrofoil's  surface  is  correctly
interpolated in CSD code, whereas the mesh topology is
quite different. 



Figure 11.  Validation of the transfer of pressure between
the fluid solver and the structure solver, =8°

The  maximum tip  displacement  of  the  hydrofoil  under
hydrodynamic  loading  is  then  determined  for  the  non
coupled  and  the  coupled  calculations,  and  compared
against experimental measurements. Results are reported
in Table 4 for the isotropic hydrofoil, and in Table 5 for
the  composite  hydrofoil.  There  is  a  general  good
agreement  between  the  present  computations  and
measurements. For the aluminum hydrofoil, the computed
drag coefficient is above the experimental value. There is
also  an  under  prediction  of  the  tip  displacement.  The
results  for  the  coupled  calculation,  which  will  be
presented in the final version of the paper, are expected to
get closer from the experiments due to the effect of fluid
structure  interaction,  i.e.  the  coupling  between  twist
deformation  and  lift  coefficient.  For  the  composite
hydrofoil,  the  tip  displacement  is  also  under  predicted
both at the leading and trailing edges. However, the twist
predicted on the hydrofoil presents good agreement with
the  measurements.  As  the  twist  is  greater   for  the
composite hydrofoil, due to its increased flexibility, fluid
structure  interaction  effects  are  expected  to  be  more
important  in  the  coupled  calculation  than  for  the
aluminum.  As  a  consequence,  it  is  expected  that  the
coupled  results  will  show  a  significant  increase  of  lift
force  together  with  an  increase  of  bending  and  twist
deformation, which will increases the tip displacement as
well. Comment  to  reviewer:  Strong  coupling
computations  are  currently  being  processed,  and
results will be reported in Table 4, replacing the X, in
the paper final version.

(A)

(B)

Figure 12. (A) Displacements along the Y-direction for the 
aluminum hydrofoil and (B) for the composite hydrofoil, =8°

Table 4.  Results  of  the  fluid-structure computation on the
isotropic (aluminum) hydrofoil, =8° – The values for strong
coupling calculations, marked with an X, will be provided in
the final version of the paper

Aluminum hydrofoil CL CD Max. tip 

Displacement  [mm]

Twist

[deg]

Measurements

Non coupled computation

Coupled computation 

0.50

0.49

X

0.020

0.033

X

2.1

1.92

X

-

-0.03

X



Table 5. Results of the fluid-structure computation on the  composite
hydrofoil. Results for the displacements are provided for the Leadingng
Edge  and  Trailing  Edge,  =8°  –  The  values  for  strong  couplingng
calculations, marked with an X, will be provided in the final version of
the paper

Composite

hydrofoil

CL CD Max. tip Displacement [mm]

 Leading Edge    Trailing Edge

Twist [deg]

Measurements

Non coupled 

computation 

Coupled 

computation

0.51

0.49

X

0.026

0.033

X

            2.6                   2.5

            1.71                 1.62

              

               X                     X

0.09

0.09

X

5 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
In  this  work,  the  flow  over  flexible  NACA009  3D
hydrofoils  is  simulated  using  a  finite  volume/finite
element coupling between the CFD solver Starccm+ and
the  CSD  solver  Abaqus.  Two  hydrofoils  of  the  same
dimensions  and  trapezoidal  planform  geometry,  but  of
different  materials,  were  simulated  in  a  cantilevered
arrangement  to  assess  their  hydroelastic  behavior,  and
results were compared with experiments from Zarruk et
al. 2014. The first hydrofoil was made of aluminum, and
the second of carbon-fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) with
fibers oriented at 0º. Fluid models and structure models
were  setup,  preliminary  validated,  and  then  computed
using non coupled and coupled procedures.  The results
were validated on the lift  and drag coefficients, and the
maximum  tip  displacement  of  the  hydrofoil.  It  shows
overall  very  good  agreement  with  the  reference  study.
Moreover,  the  numerical  study  confirmed  that  the
composite hydrofoil has a higher twist deformation than
the aluminum hydrofoil,  due to the 0° fiber  orientation
along the span, whereas it seems more rigid if no coupling
is  considered.  Natural  bending and twisting frequencies
are  adjusted  using Young's  Modulus  E22 and  the  Shear
Modulus G12 of the structural  materials,  and this might
explain the increased stiffness of the composite hydrofoil.
However,  the  larger  twist  deformation  will  tend  to
amplify the coupling effect induced  by the local increase
of the angle of attack along the span, which interacts with
the lift force. The coupled results for steady and unsteady
flows will be presented in the final version of the paper.
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